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PART I: Philosophical motivation:

What is a space?

What is a symmetry?

I How a body can be moved or reflected to appear as it did.
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Symmetry

Relax our definition to include more symmetries...



Symmetry in the direction of time





Spatial symmetry involving stretching





Spatial symmetry involving cutting and pasting





Space

A space parametrizes
objects, events, states, positions
which are infinitesimally inseparable

A circle is a circles worth of X , for each X where this makes
sense.
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A circle is

I solutions in the plane to x2 + y2 − 1 = 0

I positions of a minute hand on a clock

I compass directions in which one can travel at most points
on a smooth globe

I pitches modulo the octave

I sinusoidal waves of a given frequency and magnitude
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Example of a circle: a cos(t) + b sin(t) where
a2 + b2 = 1





Fundamental topological problem

Find properties of spaces which survive any continuous
distortion



Example

Number of points needed to separate two points in your space

This is a topological property
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Topological symmetry

Spaces have symmetries which detect topological properties.



A loop which cannot be shrunk



When symmetry breaks things get weird



Definitions

I The symmetry of a space X arising from these
uncollapsing loops is called the fundamental group and
denoted π1(X )

I The space which actually has this symmetry, and itself has
only collapsing loops, is called the universal cover of X .

I Example: the circle S1 has the line as a universal cover.

I π1(S1) is the symmetries the line would have to have if it
were indistinguishable from a circle, these are the integers
Z (translations).
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Part II: K4 in R3



Preliminaries

A configuration of X in Y is an image of an embedding of X in
Y .

Equivalently it is the orbit

[f ] = f ◦ Aut(X )

Configurations make up configuration spaces
CC (X ,Y ) = EmbC (X ,Y )/Aut(X ).

Exercise: the configuration space of two points on a circle is the
Möbius strip
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Braid groups

π1(C(n,R2)) = Bn is the braid group on n strands.





Braid groups get their name from
this picture:





Fun facts

I π1(CC (X ,Y )) acts on π1(X \ Y ) giving us Bn → Aut(Fn) in
the case of the braid group.

I With discrete π1(CC (X ,Y )) and enough room to move
around in Y , we get that π1(CC (X ,Y )) surjects to Aut(X )
via lifts. In our case Bn → Σn has as kernel those braids
which return each strand to its initial position, called the
pure braid group on n strands.

I The pure braid group PBn has a non-trivial kernel
generated by an entire twist, i.e., a rotation of the plane.

I The braid group has as generators bi for 1 ≤ i < n, and
has as relations [bi ,bj ] = 1 when |i − j | > 1 and
bibi+1bi = bi+1bibi+1
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Relation:





Generalizing

Dahm[1962] and Hatcher[2002] have investigated the
configuration spaces of circles in R3.



Ring groups: π1 of this space





Tetrahedral braid groups: π1 of this space





Action on the complement





Action on the complement





computation of π1(CL(K4,R3)) in a nutshell

I The covering space EmbL(K4,R3) is homotopically
equivalent to (

∨3 S1)× SO(3).
I The space of 3-fold symmetric K4, called the space of

pyramids, has 2T and 2D3 amalgamated along 2C3, as a
fundamental group.

I The space of tetrahedra deformation retracts to the
pyramids.
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